Complex Lake Lodge Information Sheet
Camp:
The camp consists of three cabins. The first is the Bunkhouse which is four bedrooms each
sleeping two people. The Cookshack is well equipped with two fridges, propane stove with a
full oven and a small deepfreeze for storing your meat supplies and freezing your fish for
taking home. Also there is a propane grill and a propane barbeque to fit all your cooking
needs. There is an additional behind the Cookshack for a total camp capacity of 10 people.
Each cabin has an air tight wood stove to warm the cabin on the chilly nights if needed. The
third cabin is the owner’s cabin as there is always an attendant in camp to take care of your
needs to make your fishing trip as enjoyable as possible. There is a third fridge outside the
cookshack for cooling beer and pop for your stay.
We have completed a shower room and vanity with hot and cold running water to add that
little bit of civilization to your stay at the Lodge. The cabins are all wired with electric lights
powered by a 90 watt solar panel.
There is a 16’ X 24’ deck between the bunkhouse and cook shack and we now have cold
running water in the Kitchen and Bunkhouse.
Boats:
There is five 14 foot aluminum boats equipped with 9.9 hp Mercury and Yamaha 4 stroke
motors and numerous spare outboard motors. Each boat is supplied with life jackets, seat
cushions, jaw openers, pliers and fishing nets. In addition there is two boats on Lowick
Lake, one boat on Meagan Lake, one boat on Johnny Lake and one boat on Crystal Lake.
There is a 2 hp and a 4 hp motor at the Lodge to take to outpost lakes to make your
portage easier.
The Fishing:
We are blessed with great fishing having all three species to enhance your fishing appetite.
Complex Lake and Irvine Lake, accessible by boat from the Lodge have Lake Trout up to 40
lbs, Walleye up to 10 lbs and Northern Pike up to 30 lbs. Lowick Lake is accessible by
portage offering all 3 species and great fishing to those who wish to add seldom fished lake
to their experience in Northern Saskatchewan. Meagan, Johnny and Crystal Lakes are
Northern Pike fishing only, but are the extra time to portage to and try our always hungry
pike fishing, great for the adventurous fisherman.
We encourage catch and release at our lakes to keep our lakes great fishing now and in the
future. You can keep all the fish you may want to cook for your stay at the Lodge, but ask
that you release back to the lake all trophy fish over 5 lbs as they are the best spawning
fish and our guarantee of great fishing always. Also we ask you limit your take home to 5
fish per person. Remember that your best gift to another fisherman is a released fish and
the fun is in the catching, not the keeping.
What to bring:
Our camp is run as light housekeeping so you need to bring own groceries, your beverage of
choice (no glass if possible, beer in aluminum cans), fishing tackle, rain gear, bug spray,
sun tan lotion, sun glasses, hat, sleeping bag and a change of clothes to cover from warm
sunny days to cooler evenings.
We suggest you bring only your light tackle with you, 10 to 15 lb test, and reels large
enough to hold 200 feet of line for trolling. You will have good fishing success with deep

diving plugs like the Rapala X raps, any colour, but suggest a patch of red around the gill.
The best size of plug is the one in the four to six inch range. But if you only have two pieces
of tackle in your fishing box it should include the 5 of diamonds and the dependable old red
and white spoon.
Some of our guests have brought their own depth finders, but is not a necessity in the early
season as all species of fish are caught in shallow water. It can be an aid in September
when the Lake trout are in the 40 to 50 feet of water. Each boat is provided with a map of
the lakes and each new group will be given a guided tour and shown the hot spots to fish.
We provide pillows, bath towels, paper towels, hand soap, shampoo, toilet paper and do
have a laundry facility at the Lodge. Your fishing license can be picked up at Voyage Air the
day of your departure to the Lodge for those who have not picked them up prior to leaving
from Buffalo Narrows.
The Cost:
The cost of a full four day fishing trip is $1,250 per person including GST and PST, open to
change if the cost of fuel or the float plane goes up unforeseen. We have also added a full
seven day for $1,450 per person including all taxes. A $200 per person non refundable
deposit is required to confirm all bookings.
Your group will leave Buffalo Narrows the early morning of the first day and return the early
morning of the fifth day giving your group a full four days of fishing. Each additional day
costs $100 per person so you have the option of customizing the length of your fishing trip.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have additional questions. We also have a list of
motels you can stay at the night before your departure to the Lodge. Our phone numbers
are 780-812-5596, 780-826-1736, or 780-812-1814 and you can visit our web site at
www.complexlake.com.
Thank you,
Kelvin Angermeier and Allan Mytrash
Complex Lake Lodge

